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The intensity of coherent backscattering from pointlike anisotropic scatterers is calculated. The polarized
component has a peak in the backward direction, whereas the depolarized component does not exhibit a
backscattering enhancement unlike the depolarized component for the isotropic scatterer case. These results
agree with the measurement data on a disordered nematic liquid crystal.@S1063-651X~96!02208-8#

PACS number~s!: 42.25.2p

Coherent backscattering@1–10# manifests itself as a sharp
enhancement of light scattered backward in a narrow angular
interval u;l/ l ext wherel is the wavelength andl ext is the
extinction length. The effect is observed in highly opalescing
systems in which the extinction length is significantly less
than the linear size of the system. It has been studied in latex
suspensions@1–3,5,11,12#, ceramics@4#, porous glasses@13#,
etc.

The physical mechanism underlying coherent backscatter-
ing is quite simple. The coherent plane waves incident upon
a turbid system become generally incoherent due to the mul-
tiple scattering from randomized inhomogeneities except for
the waves which pass some sequence of scatterers in oppo-
site directions. These waves can be coherent. However their
interference is important only for backward direction. Such
an interference is quite general for any wave process and it
was first anticipated and discovered in the multiple scattering
of conductance electrons in disordered metals@14,15#.

The backscattering problem was solved analytically for
pointlike scatterers in Refs.@6,7,9,16# for a scalar field and in
Refs. @7,8,17,18# for an electromagnetic field. Stephen and
Cwilich @7# took into consideration the polarization effects.
They showed that the backscattering peak occurs in both
polarized and depolarized components. The magnitude of the
peak of the polarized component is five to seven times higher
than that of the depolarized component, and its form is close
to triangular while the form of the peak of the depolarized
component is close to Lorentzian. These results are con-
firmed in numerous light scattering experiments in latex sus-
pensions@1–3,5,11,12#.

The coherent backscattering problem may be important
not only for scalar scatterers but also for tensor ones since
this effect is studied for various systems such as ceramics
@4#, porous glasses@13#, polycrystals and liquid crystals
@4,11#, etc. In these systems the permittivity anisotropy may
be significant. The coherent backscattering from anisotropic
pointlike scatterers was briefly considered in@7#. However
one cannot test experimentally results obtained there because
an expression for the scattered light intensity, obligatorily
real, contains an imaginary part for the case of totally aniso-
tropic fluctuations.

This paper presents the study of coherent backscattering
from the pointlike anisotropic scatterers. We find that the
depolarized component does not practically exhibit the back-
scattering enhancement unlike the depolarized component
for the isotropic scatterer case. The backscattering measure-
ments performed in a disordered nematic verify this theoreti-
cal result.

The wave equation describing the monochromatic electro-
magnetic wave in a nonmagnetic dielectric medium with ran-
dom inhomogeneous permittivitye~r ! can be presented in the
integral form

Ef l~r !5E~r !1E dr1T̂~r2r1!
De~r1!

4p
Ef l~r1!, ~1!

whereEf l~r ! is the electric field in the randomly fluctuating
medium,E~r ! is the average field in a homogeneous medium
with permittivity e, T̂~r ! is the electromagnetic field propa-
gator

T̂~r !5
k2

er S Î2 r3r

r 2 Dexp~ ikr !. ~2!

Î is the unit matrix,k5vn/c is the wave number,v is the
circular frequency,n is the average refractive index, andc is
the light velocity in vacuum. We omit factor exp(ivt) de-
scribing the field temporal dependence assuming fluctuations
of e~r ! to be static. ParameterDe~r !5e~r !2e describes the
fluctuations of the permittivity wheree5^e~r !& is the permit-
tivity average.

The integral light scattering intensity is defined asI
5^Ef lEf l* &2EE* . Iterating Eq.~1! and substituting it into
intensity I one obtains the intensity in the form of series in
orders of theDe fluctuations. We assume that the Gaussian
approximation for averages of the form̂Den& is valid, i.e.,
these averages can be presented as all possible products of
the binary correlation functionŝDe~r1!De~r2!&. The correla-
tion lengthr c which determines the spatial range of this cor-
relation function is assumed to be negligible as compared
with the wavelengthl: r c!l, and the correlation function
can be presented in the pointlike form@7#

^De~r i !De~r j !&5~4p!2g0d~r i2r j !. ~3!

Neglecting the scattering from the isotropic part of the per-
mittivity fluctuations we present the correlation function in
the form of the traceless tensor

^Dê~r i !Dê~r j !&5d~r i2r j !^DêDê&, ~4!

where
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^DeabDegd&5
a0
2

~dagdb,d1daddbg2 2
3dabdgd!. ~5!

This function describes the correlation of orientation fluctua-
tions in an isotropic medium.

To reveal the main features of coherent backscattering
from purely anisotropic fluctuations we first consider the
scattering strictly backward within the double scattering ap-
proximation. The ladder diagram contributes

I 2a
b ~L !5E dr1dr2dr18dr28Taa1

~r02r2!Taa2
* ~r02r28!

3d~r22r28!^Dea1n1
Dea2n2

&

3Tn1g1
~r22r1!Tn2g2

* ~r282r18!d~r12r18!

3^Deg1bDeg2b&Eb~r1!Eb* ~r18!, ~6!

We present the product of a pair of propagators in the form

Tfm~r !Tgr* ~r ![Lfg,mr~r !5
k0
4exp~2sr !

r 2 S dfm2
rfrm

r 2 D
3S dgr2

r gr r

r 2 D , ~7!

wheres5 l ext
21 . Using Eqs.~4! and~6! we rewrite the double

scattering intensity as follows

I 2a
b ~L !5AE dr1dr2~Lnn,gg1 1

3Laa,gg1 1
3Lnn,bb

1 1
9Laa,bb!, ~8!

whereL̂5L̂~r12r2!, A5[(k 0
4uEu2)/r 0

2](a 0
2/4), r 0 is the dis-

tance from the system to the observation point. The contri-
bution of the cyclic diagram into the double scattering inten-
sity in the backward direction is

I 2a
b ~C!5AE dr1dr2@dab~Lbg1 ,g1a1Ln1b,an1

1Ln1g1 ,g1n1

2 2
3Ln1a,bn1

2 2
3Lag1 ,g1b!2 4

3Lba,ba1 13
9 Lbb,aa#.

~9!

Calculating integrals in case of a medium occupying a
half-space we obtain for the polarizedI V

V and depolarizedI V
H

components

I 2V
V ~L !5I 2V

V ~C!5
1252

135
AVk0

4p l ext,

~10!

I 2V
H ~L !5

1228

135
AVk0

4p l ext, I 2V
H ~C!52

236

135
AVk0

4p l ext,

whereV is the scattering volume.
As is seen from Eq.~10! the contributions of the ladder

and cyclic diagrams to the polarized component are equal. It
means that the polarized component exhibits the coherent
backscattering peak. As for the depolarized component the
cyclic diagram contribution is small as compared with that of
the ladder one and even negative. It means that at least
within the double scattering approximation there is no back-

FIG. 1. The cyclic diagram contribution into the polarized com-
ponent of the backscattering intensity for anisotropic scatterers.

FIG. 2. The cyclic diagram contribution into
the depolarized component:~a! anisotropic scat-
terers,~b! isotropic scatterers.
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scattering enhancement for the depolarized component. The
negative sign of the depolarized component of the cyclic
diagram does not contradict the requirement for the intensity
to be positive as a whole.

In the general case one has to sum a series in scattering
orders. This sum can be presented in the operator form

Ŝ5N̂1M̂N̂1M̂ M̂N̂1•••5 (
n50

`

M̂nN̂, ~11!

where tensorsN̂ andM̂ are defined as

Nm1m2 ,a1a2
~r12r2!5^Dem1g1

Dem2g2
&Lg1g2 ,b1b2

~r12r2!

3^Deb1a1
Deb2a2

&,

~12!

Mm1m2 ,a1a2
~r12r2!5^Dem1g1

Dem2g2
&Lg1g2 ,a1a2

~r12r2!.

Summing series~11! one obtains a closed equation for the
radiation transfer propagator

Sab,gd~r1 ,r2!5Nabgd~r12r2!1E dr3Mab,mn

3~r12r3!Smn,gd~r3 ,r2!. ~13!

Considering the problem of scattering from the medium
occupying half-spacez>0, wherez is the Cartesian coordi-
nate, r5(x,y,z), one has explicitly to take into account
boundary conditions. In accordance with Ref.@7# we require
propagatorŜ to be zero at the boundaryz50. Using the
image method one finds the solution of Eq.~16! in the form

Ŝ~r1 ,r2!5Ŝ0~r12r2!2Ŝ0~r12r ~s!!, ~14!

whereS0~r ! is the corresponding solution for an infinite ho-
mogeneous system andr 2

(s) is the mirror image with respect
to r2 @r 2

(s)5(x2 ,y2 ,2z2)#. The radiation transfer propagator
Ŝ~r1,r2! given by Eq.~14! turns out to be zero if at least one
of two pointsr1 and r2 lies in thez50 plane. For a homo-
geneous system propagatorŜ0 is easily obtained by means of
a Fourier transformation of Eq.~13!.

Assuming that the wave vector of the scattered light lies
in thex,y plane the separate inputs to the scattered intensity
components can be presented in the form

I V
V~L !5BE

2`

`

dqzF~qz!S̃yy,yy~qz!, ~15!

I V
H~L !5BE

2`

`

dqzF~qz!S̃xx,yy~qz!,

FIG. 3. The coherent backscattering for the polarized~a! and
depolarized~b! components in the 0.55-mkm-diam latex suspension.

FIG. 4. The coherent backscattering as a function of angle in the
disordered liquid crystal:~a! I V

V component,~b! I V
H component.
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I V
V~C!5BE

2`

`

dqzF~qz!S̃yy,yy~Aqz21k0
2u2!,

I H
V~C!5BE

2`

`

dqzF~qz!@S̃xy,yx~Aqz21k0
2u2!cos2f

1S̃xz,zx~Aqz21k0
2u2!sin2f#,

where

B5
k0
4suEu2

2pr 0
2 , F~qz!5

2qz
2

~s21qz
2!2

,

f5arctan(k0u/qz), S̃̂ is the Fourier transform of the radia-
tion transfer propagation,u is the scattering angle measured
from the backward direction, ands is the illuminated area.

We calculate numerically the scattered light intensities
formed by the series of the ladder as well as cyclic diagrams.
The calculated backscattering intensity of the polarized com-
ponent is plotted against the scattering angle in Fig. 1. The
form of the backscattering peak is close to triangular and its
height is approximately equal to the intensity of the back-
ground. The behavior of the depolarized component is quite
different. InputI V

H(C) appears to be negative, and its abso-
lute value is in 75 times less than the value of the corre-
sponding ladder inputI V

H(L). This negative contribution of
the sum of cyclic diagrams to the intensity is plotted in Fig.
2. As is seen, this contribution vanishes significantly slower
than that of the polarized component. The angular depen-
dence of the depolarized component for the case of back-
scattering from isotropic permittivity fluctuations is also
shown in this figure exhibiting a more rapid angular de-
crease.

We test these results experimentally. A continuous mode
He-Ne gas laser is used as a source of radiation. The princi-
pal optical element of the setup is a beam splitter. A part of
the incident beam is reflected from the splitter and hits the
cell, whereas the second part is used for adjusting the optical

system. The backscattered light passing through the splitter
enters a detecting photomultiplier and afterwards comes to a
multichannel analyzer. The cell is filled with a disordered
nematic liquid crystal, theMBBA1EBBA mixture, at a
temperature 25° C. Such a liquid crystal is thought to consist
of small domains of the order of several microns with ran-
dom local ordering. These domains exhibit no sharp bound-
aries changing their orientations continuously. Therefore the
light is assumed to be scattered by the ordering fluctuations
whereas the depolarization ratio for the single scattering is
said to be close to 3/4.

We measure the polarizedI V
V and depolarizedI V

H compo-
nents in the disordered liquid crystal. Since the peak height
of the I V

V component is quite moderate special attention was
paid to remove noises caused by a diffusive reflection as well
as scattering from all elements of the setup. To control the
data obtained and improve their validity we perform test
measurements in some well-studied systems. To this aim first
we fill the cell with a solution of the black water color. The
absorption coefficient of the solution is in the range
;104–105 cm21. The diffusive intensity does not exceed 2%
of the total scattering intensity for scattering angleu5180°.
We also measure the backscattering from a 0.55 mkm diam
latex particle suspension. We choose a concentration of the
suspension so the backscattering peak value can be close to
that of the disordered nematic. The scattered lightI V

V andI V
H

components are plotted in Fig. 3 for the 2.3% latex suspen-
sion. The points present the intensity averages of the scat-
tered light measured by the multichannels analyzer.

The intensities of backscattering from the disordered
MBBA1EBBAmixture are plotted in Fig. 4. As is seen the
I V
V component exhibits the peak in the backward direction.
On the contrary, the depolarized component does not depend
practically on the angle. The small peak, of order of 3%, is
probably produced by the diffusive scattering. Nevertheless
if this peak has the physical origin its height is at least sev-
eral times less than that in the latex, i.e., in the scalar scat-
terer system.
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